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Abstract

In a continuous query environment, different applications may have distinct Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Given the unpredictability of streaming data, utilizing a single scheduling algorithm, as done by current state-of-the-art stream query engines, is no longer sufficient. Current scheduling algorithms used in these systems are typically one-dimensional, limiting the ability to perform well under changing system conditions.

We propose a novel algorithm selection framework used in our CAPE system. This framework leverages the strengths of current scheduling algorithms to meet sets of QoS requirements. In CAPE, each algorithm can be compared in terms of its past ability to improve the QoS, knowing nothing about the characteristics of the algorithm. This knowledge can be used to determine the algorithm that probabilistically has the best chance of improving the QoS. Our framework has the flexibility to add new algorithms, query plans and data sets during runtime, with no need to fine-tune the algorithm to the system. Using standard data sets and query plans from existing literature on scheduling, our experiments show in fact that, this new framework combines the relative strengths of these algorithms while adhering to given QoS requirements.

Keywords: Operator Scheduling, Scoring Function, Adaptive Algorithm Selection, CAPE.
1 Introduction

Many modern applications process queries over unbounded streams of data. These applications include monitoring remote sensors [11], online transaction processing [18], and intrusion detection in networks [17]. An effort is being undertaken by the database community to derive a new class of query systems, called Continuous Query Systems. These systems execute queries on data that is continuously arriving, possibly time-varying and high volume, and returns the result of the query to the user in a streaming real-time fashion.

Unlike a traditional database system, where all data is first stored in persistent storage before being queried, continuous query systems must process the data as it flows by. In a traditional DBMS data access is under strict control, however streaming data comes from sources around the world at varying arrival times. Furthermore, the streams can be extremely bursty with high volumes of data arriving all at once or conversely with no data arriving for quite some time. Also, a continuous query is typically registered with the system, and then is continually processed against the streaming data.

1.1 Motivation

Applications may have different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements because of physical limitations such as network speed or limitations on memory and processing resources. For example, a security system typically registers queries that will recognize intrusion, with high priority to report results in real time. Network traffic monitors may want to sort and group potentially large sets of data before the results are given to the user, but are particularly concerned with keeping memory utilization to a minimum. These varying QoS requirements play a significant role in determining how a query will be processed.

Multiple Dimensions of Variability. In addition to QoS requirements, Continuous Query Systems have many uncontrollable constantly changing external factors to tend with during execution. First, the number of queries may change as queries are registered or removed from the system at any time [4]. Also a query may be optimized during execution, causing a change in the query plan [21]. The stream characteristics may also change significantly in terms of arrival rates and also value distributions. As a consequence, at times a join operator may have a very high selectivity, when other times the data entering the join operator may not join at all with data from the second stream. In order for a Continuous Query system to perform well in environments with such diverse and time-varying characteristics, these uncontrollable factors must be addressed.

1.2 Adapting to Changing Characteristics

Current continuous query systems typically have some measure of adaptability built-in to cope with such unexpected external changes. Aurora [5] allows an administrator to input QoS specifications and the system monitors execution performance based on these QoS metrics. If the QoS drops below an acceptable level, the system will shed load until the performance increases. This may not be acceptable for many applications, especially when quality of the data contents are critical. Consider a government application that scours internet data to try to uncover terrorist activity. If one piece of information is missing it could lead to making an incorrect decision, or worse yet no decision at all.

Another method to cope with these external factors is to use a scheduling algorithm to decide the order in which query operators process data is typically used. Rather than randomly selecting operators to process data, a scheduling algorithm systematically selects operators that can improve performance in an area execution, such as increasing output rate or reducing memory costs. Scheduling algorithms offer Continuous Query Systems fine-grained control over the operators during execution. Current systems either employ traditional scheduling algorithms borrowed from the realm of operating systems [20][8], such as Round-Robin and FIFO or use customized algorithms designed specifically for continuous query systems. These new algorithms include Chain [2], introduced by the STREAM system, and Aurora’s Train [6] scheduling.
Chain works well at minimizing memory, but this comes at the expense of decreased throughput and possible operator starvation. Train scheduling is excellent at batching tuples together to be processed in sequence to lower fixed operator costs. However, if query operators do not have a large batch of tuples waiting to be processed, but rather small queues spread throughout the query plan, Train scheduling is not as effective as other algorithms. Other types of algorithms such as Round Robin do not consider the cost of executing an operator and thus may under-utilize inexpensive operators.

We experimentally compared these existing algorithms under a variety of stream workloads in a real Continuous Query System. Our experiments revealed that although these algorithms are good at improving system performance, each typically optimizes for only one parameter in the system, such as reducing memory (Chain) or increasing the query plan output rate (FIFO). Thus, even though there are many scheduling algorithms that work well for a particular query environment, there is no one algorithm that a system can utilize to satisfy all such requirements, especially given the wide variability that a continuous query system encounters.

Our experimental study has confirmed that it is very difficult to design a “one size fits all” scheduling algorithm due to the fact that future arrival rate of incoming streams may be unknown, along with the data contained within the stream. Also, other factors such as changing QoS requirements and the addition or optimization of query plans add yet another level of variability into the Continuous Query System.

1.3 Our Approach

Thus, we propose an adaptive scheduling framework that has the ability to select a single algorithm from a pool of algorithms available to the system. By providing several algorithms that optimize different QoS requirements, we aim to heuristically pick an algorithm that has a high probability of performing well during a particular point of query execution, and still adhere to strict (and possibly changing) QoS requirements in the system.

1.4 Contributions

This paper contributes to Continuous Query Systems, particularly query processing, in the following ways:

- Experimentally studied the performance of a wide variety of state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms in our CAPE processing engine to determine the advantages and disadvantages of algorithms under varying QoS requirements, data stream arrival rates, and query plans. The experiments confirm that each algorithm has unique properties that make it more ideal in some circumstances and less ideal in others.
- Designed an adaptive framework that has the ability to learn the behavior of the continuous query system without significant processing overhead, knowledge of the scheduling algorithm, query plan or data set. This knowledge is then used to guide the selection of algorithms that probabilistically have the best chance to fulfill a given set of QoS requirements.
- Built CAPE, a Continually Adaptive Processing Engine for streaming data from the ground up, embedding all of these existing scheduling algorithms as well as and our proposed framework.
- Performed an experimental study that supports our claim that we can in fact leverage the strengths of several existing scheduling algorithms to improve the overall performance of a continuous query system given a set of QoS requirements.

1.5 Outline

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates using an intuitive example that different scheduling algorithms have particular strengths and weaknesses. Section 3 describes design choices for our CAPE system augmented by our proposed adaptive framework. Section 4 experimentally compares the scheduling
algorithms used in our work to find the pros and cons of each such algorithm. Section 5 describes key aspects of our adaptive technique, including quality of service requirements, algorithm scoring functions, and algorithm selection heuristics. Section 6 presents an experimental study. Section 7 reviews the related research. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 8.

2 Motivating Example

We will illustrate in the example below and then confirm via experimental studies using the system described in Section 3, that scheduling algorithms typically favor a single QoS requirement.

Let us now consider the query plan in Figure 1. The plan contains three filter operators $Op_1$ through $Op_3$. We will assume that the input stream will place 1 tuple in the input buffer of $Op_1$ every time unit, starting at time $t_0$. When we refer to a tuple, we are really referring to a group of tuples that are organized in some logical batch, such as a disk page or a memory block. For simplicity let us assume that switching between operators takes zero time. When told to run, an operator will consume one tuple from its input queue if available, process the data for a fixed amount of time, $t$, and then output a percentage of the tuples corresponding to its selectivity, $\sigma$. For instance, if an operator consumes 0.5 tuples from its input queue and outputs 0.45 tuples, its $\sigma$ is 0.9. Figure 1 shows $\sigma$ and $t$ values for the operators in our example plan.

Now consider two different scheduling algorithms. Algorithm 1 is a FIFO scheduler that will take tuples from the input queue of $Op_1$ and process them until completion, before processing the next tuples from $Op_1$’s input queue. Algorithm 2 is called Most Tuple In Queue (MTIQ) that runs the operator with the most tuples in its input queue. The difference in scheduling policies becomes apparent when looking at resource allocation, output rate, operator utilization, and freshness of results, as illustrated below.

Table 1 summarizes the number of tuples in all queues and the throughput (number of tuples $Op_3$ outputs) for each algorithm as execution progresses. The execution would happen as follows: First 1 tuple is removed from the input queue of $Op_1$ and after processing for 1 time unit, 0.9 tuples are outputted ($0.9 = 1 \times \sigma(Op_1)$). Then 0.9 tuples are processed by $Op_2$ and 0.09 are outputted ($0.09 = 0.9 \times \sigma(Op_2)$). Finally, 0.09 are consumed by $Op_3$ and 0.09 are outputted to the end user because $\sigma(Op_3) = 1$.

While FIFO is propagating tuples through the query plan, more tuples enter the input queue of $Op_1$. Thus the queue sizes grow. Since it takes 2 time units ($1 + 0.25 + 0.75$) to operate on a tuple, it would mean that in the time that it takes to process 1 tuple to completion, 2 more tuples would have entered the system. As we can see, FIFO is exceptional at guaranteeing throughput. However it comes at the expense of increased memory consumption.

MTIQ behaves the same as FIFO during $t_0$, but differs starting with $t_1$. At $t_1$, there is 1 tuple queued for $Op_1$ and 0.9 tuples queued for $Op_2$. MTIQ chooses to run $Op_1$ again. At $t_2$, there is 1 tuple queued for $Op_1$ and 1.8 tuples queued for $Op_2$ (0.9 + 0.9). MTIQ then runs $Op_2$. $Op_2$ finishes at time $t_2.25$ (because it started at $t_2$ and processed for 0.25 time units) and now the queue sizes are 1, 0.8, 0.1 for $Op_1$, $Op_2$, $Op_3$ respectively. MTIQ runs $Op_1$ again. At $t_3$, there is one new tuple for $Op_1$ and still 0.8 and 0.1 tuples at $Op_2$ and $Op_3$. The process continues until time $t_{14}$, when $Op_3$ finally has the largest input queue, and is subsequently processed.

This example shows that each algorithm performs differently for different QoS requirements. The MTIQ algorithm keeps its queue sizes smaller than those of FIFO, but it does not output any results for a (relatively) long
time. MTIQ’s throughput is much more bursty than FIFO’s. MTIQ will take approximately 14 time units to output its first tuple. The next output will come slightly more quickly, but the output pattern will not be as consistent as FIFO that outputs every 2 time units.

3 CAPE Overview

In this section, we will first present CAPE, our Continually Adaptive Processing Engine. CAPE is similar in system architecture to other systems such as STREAM, Aurora and NiagaraCQ. The main difference is the way that our system uses an adaptive scheduler for determining execution, while other current systems employ a single scheduling algorithm for the duration of execution.

3.1 Architecture

CAPE is composed of five primary components as depicted in Figure 2. The Stream Receiver is responsible for receiving the streaming data from Stream Sources across the Internet and submitting the data to the Storage Manager. The Storage Manager manages the tuple data, deciding if tuples should be stored in memory or persistent storage. It attempts to keep as many tuples in main memory as possible to improve the performance of query plan execution.

The Statistics Gatherer stores, calculates, and sorts statistics about any part of a query plan, in particular operators and queues. We use these statistics for many types of calculations, such as deciding how well a particular query plan is running given a cost model, or even simply how many tuples are in main memory at a given time.

The Execution Engine is responsible for overseeing the execution of the query plan. The Execution Engine tells the Statistics Gatherer to obtain the latest statistics, asks the Operator Scheduler which operator should process data next, and then runs the operator in the order decided by the Operator Scheduler.

3.2 Adaptive Framework Extension

We take a closer look at the architecture of the Operator Scheduler in Figure 3. In most typical continuous query systems [4][7][5], the operator scheduler employs one static scheduling algorithm such as Round Robin or Chain. This scheduler’s task is to report to the Execution Engine the operator that will process data next based on that algorithm. Instead, our scheduling component is extended into an adaptive framework. It is equipped with a library of several possible scheduling algorithms and will periodically select one scheduling algorithm from that library that has statistically performed best given the set of QoS requirements.

In order to be able to schedule each operator in a specific order, it is essential that all of the query operators in the system are in the same thread. This will guarantee that the system has fine-grained control over the scheduling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>FIFO Queue Size</th>
<th>MTIQ Queue Size</th>
<th>FIFO Throughput</th>
<th>MTIQ Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the operator, rather than the underlying operating system. Research has also shown that as query plans grow larger, current operating systems cannot handle the large number of threads that would need to be scheduled [6].

We keep a library of scheduling algorithms available for use to the system at any time. As new scheduling algorithms are developed, they can easily be plugged into the library to be used by the adaptive framework. Our performance monitor keeps a score of how well each scheduling algorithm has done thus far during execution. This monitor utilizes statistics already collected in the system for other purposes, thus keeping overhead for the framework to a minimum. Section 5.2 discusses how the algorithms are scored. The Strategy Selector then selects which scheduling algorithm to use based on some selection protocol. In CAPE, we use a very lightweight Adaptive Heuristic called the Roulette-wheel heuristic [12]. This heuristic takes the calculated scores for each algorithm into account to select the next best candidate. The operator scheduler then simply asks the active scheduling algorithm to pick the next operator to process data, and this decision is then reported to the Execution Engine.

Since statistics are stored about the query plans and operators on a consistent basis for query optimization purposes, we find virtually zero overhead in computing scores for the scheduling algorithms. This is confirmed in our experimental study described in Section 6. By using this architecture, we always select the scheduling algorithm that has statistically performed the best. If the performance degrades, we simply pick another algorithm to aim to boost performance.
4 Operator Scheduling

In order to develop a framework that could leverage the strengths of scheduling algorithms, current algorithms had to be studied. It is important to understand in what query environments a particular scheduling algorithm excels. In this section we will describe the set of most common scheduling algorithms used in Continuous Query Systems and then discuss an experimental study on these scheduling algorithms in an actual continuous query system to confirm that there is indeed no "one size fits all" algorithm.

4.1 Scheduling Algorithms

Most scheduling algorithms seem to be one-dimensional in terms of meeting some QoS metric. The adaptive technique proposed in this paper focuses on selecting a particular scheduling algorithm when its advantages can be exploited to improve the QoS.

Now we describe several scheduling algorithms employed by our adaptive scheduling framework, and explain their advantages and disadvantages.

**Round Robin** (RR) is perhaps the most basic scheduling algorithm, and is used as the default scheduler by many Continuous Query systems such as [4]. It works by placing all runnable operators in a circular queue and allocating a fixed time slice to each. Round Robin’s most desirable quality is the avoidance of starvation. An operator is guaranteed to be scheduled within a fixed period of time. However, Round Robin does not adapt to changing stream conditions.

**FIFO** operates on the oldest tuples first to push them through the query plan. FIFO generates a high throughput, because the oldest tuples are given a higher priority over newer ones. But it has the same drawbacks as Round Robin - no adaptability and no consideration of operator properties.

**Most Tuples in Queue** (MTIQ) scheduler is a greedy algorithm that assigns a priority to each operator equivalent to the number of the tuples in its input queues. MTIQ is a simplified batch scheduler, similar to Train [7]. Batch schedulers work under the assumption that the average tuple processing cost can be reduced if an operator can work on more tuples at a time. Operators typically have a start-up cost associated with their execution and the batch scheduler can amortize this cost over a larger group of tuples.

The most obvious advantage is that MTIQ works well at minimizing memory consumption. By running the operator with the most tuples enqueued, the algorithm will guarantee that no queue will grow unbounded, a claim that cannot be made by any of the previous algorithms.

**Chain** [2] is a recently proposed variation of Greedy Scheduling. Conceptually, each operator is assigned a priority that is based on selectivity, tuple processing cost, and the priorities of neighboring operators. By analyzing the priorities of neighboring operators, “Chains” of operators can be scheduled to run together. This method will remove the largest number of tuples from the system in the shortest amount of time.

Chain was shown, using experimental studies, to be an ideal algorithm for keeping queue sizes to a minimum. It may however suffer from starvation and poor response time during times of burst [2].

4.2 Evaluation of Scheduling

Figure 4 shows the performance of several algorithms including Round Robin, Most Tuples In Queue, Chain and First In First Out in our CAPE system. Here we monitor two different quality of service requirements, the number of tuples in memory, and the average tuple delay. For this study, we used a two-stream query plan, depicted in Figure 5. Further details about the experimental testbed are found in Section 6.

As anticipated, Chain and MTIQ performed best when it comes to minimizing memory use. As discussed in Section 4.1, Chain processes operators that remove the largest number of tuples the most quickly. MTIQ processes
we tested for relative importance and normalized the collected statistics for those metrics such that one algorithm
performed for a particular QoS metric. The scoring function needs to allow the individual QoS metrics to be
meaningful problems. Thus, a function needs to be developed such that it can quantify how well an algorithm is
previously proposed by Gullu et al. [12]. For example, one algorithm may perform very well in a stable system, but break down
change in Figure 4. For example, one algorithm may perform very well in a stable system, but break down
change over time.

Figure 4. Performance of scheduling algorithms with a two-stream query plan.
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can be ranked against another.

Second, the adaptive scheduling framework needs to be able to intelligently choose the next scheduling algorithm. It must be able to weigh the benefits of choosing an alternate algorithm vs. staying with the current one. Because of this the Adaptive Heuristic needs to be carefully chosen such that it favors the well-performing (relative to QoS requirements) algorithms, but still allows the other algorithms to be periodically explored.

5.1 Quality of Service Requirements

Our system allows for the system administrator to specify the desired execution behavior as a composition of several possible goals. A QoS requirement consists of three components: the statistic, quantifier, and weight. The statistic corresponds to the requirement that is to be controlled. The quantifier, either maximize or minimize, specifies what the administrator wants to do with this preference. The weight is the relative importance of each requirement, with the sum of all weights equal to 1. We combine all of the QoS requirements into a single set called a QoS specification. This specification is made so we can generalize how we want the system to perform overall. Table 2 shows an example QoS specification. Here, the administrator has specified that the system should give highest priority to minimizing the queue size and next highest to maximizing the throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Quantifier</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Queue Size</td>
<td>minimize</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Rate</td>
<td>maximize</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QoS requirements are a key concept in our system. They guide the adaptive execution by encoding a goal that the system should pursue. Without these preferences, the system will not have any benchmark to determine how well or poorly a scheduler is performing. It is important to note that the requirements specify the desired behavior in relative terms. That is, the QoS is not specified for an absolute performance goal (i.e., achieve an output rate of X tuples per sec or have no more than Y tuples in the query plan at once), but rather specifies that the system should aim to maximize the output rate or minimize queue size. Absolute requirements are too dependent on data arrival patterns and thus may not be achievable.

5.2 Scoring the Statistics

During execution, the Execution Controller will update the statistics that are related to the QoS requirements. Once these statistics have been updated, the system needs to decide how well the previous scheduler, $S_{old}$, has performed, and compare this performance to the other scheduling algorithms. Thereafter a decision is made to determine how to continue execution. To accomplish this, the system calculates the mean ($\mu_H$) and the spread of the values ($max_H - min_H$) of each of the statistics specified in the service preferences for the historical category, $H$. Next, using the statistics from $S_{old}$ the mean $\mu_S$ of each of the statistics is calculated. Finally, each $\mu_S$ is normalized according to the formula in Equation 1. This normalizes each value in the $[-0.5, 0.5]$ range.

$$z_i = \frac{(\mu_S - \mu_H)}{max_H - min_H} \cdot decay^{time} + 0.5$$  \(1\)

A decay parameter is used to exponentially decay old and out-of-date data to give a higher priority to those algorithms which were run most recently. This data is the most relevant to the current state of the system. The decay is calculated by raising the decay parameter (0 < decay < 1) to a time relative to the start of the query execution.
5.3 Scoring Scheduling Algorithms

Next we compute a scheduler’s overall score, \( \text{scheduler}_\text{score} \), by combining the relative performance for all of the QoS metrics in the QoS specification.

In Equation 2, each of the normalized values computed by Equation 1 is multiplied by its corresponding weight \( w_i \). The quantifier from the requirement is used to determine if we wish to maximize or minimize the QoS metric. If the quantifier is to maximize, we will use \( z_i \). If the quantifier is to minimize, we use \(-z_i\).

\[
\text{scheduler}_\text{score} = \sum_{i=0}^{I} (z_i)(w_i)
\]

Finally by comparing \( S_{old}’s \text{scheduler}_\text{score} \) with the scores for all of the other algorithms (that have run so far), the adapter is in a position to select the next scheduling candidate. Notice that this calculation is very cheap. We are able to use a simple Radix sort to rate each algorithm in linear time. Section 5.5 describes the heuristic in which an algorithm is selected.

Analysis. Equation 2 gives a better score to QoS requirements with a high weight and a high \( z \) value from Equation 1. It maps each scheduler’s score for each statistic to a value between 0 and 1 to allow for a fair comparison among different statistics. The weighed sum will also yield a value between 0 and 1 for each scheduler. In our case, we want a complete set of statistic values for one scheduler to map a complete set of statistics for a scheduler into a single value that could be compared against another set.

The score assigned to an algorithm is not based solely on the previous time that it was used, but rather it is an aggregate over time. While the performance of an algorithm is largely coupled to the characteristics of the data, over time the score of the algorithm should reflect its true potential. Therefore, the system is capable of handling reasonable fluctuations in the characteristics of the arriving data.

5.4 Scheduling Observations

Several observations must be considered when using the scores to determine the next scheduling algorithm:

1. Initially, all scheduling algorithms should be given a chance to “prove” themselves, otherwise the decision would be biased against the algorithms that did not yet run. Therefore, at the beginning of execution, we want to allow some degree of exploration on the part of the adapter. However, if the query is relatively short running, allowing too much exploration will prevent the adapter from doing its job.

2. Not switching algorithms periodically during execution (i.e., greedily choosing the next algorithm to run) could result in a poor performing algorithm being run more often than a potentially better performing one. Hence, we have to periodically explore alternate algorithms.

3. Switching algorithms too frequently could cause one algorithm to impact the next and skew the latter’s results. For example, using Chain as described in Section 4.1 could cause a glut of tuples in the input queues of the lower priority operators. If MTIQ (Section 4.1) were to be run, its throughput would initially be artificially inflated because of the way Chain operated on the tuples. If we switched to another algorithm soon after, the \( z \)-score from Equation 1 for the throughput would be skewed. More generally, when a new algorithm is chosen, it should be used for enough time such that its behavior is not significantly overshadowed by the previous algorithm.
5.5 Adapting Scheduling Selection

After each algorithm has been given a score based on its performance, the system needs to decide if the current scheduling algorithm performed well enough that it should be used again or if better performance could be achieved by changing algorithms. Considering Observation 1 above, initially running each algorithm in a round robin fashion is the fairest way to start the adaptive scheduling.

Once each algorithm has had a chance to run, there are various heuristics that could be applied here to determine if it would be beneficial to change the scheduling algorithm. The heuristics are divided into two groups. The first group will simply choose the best suited algorithm using the equations described above, while the second group will eliminate poor performing algorithms. The idea behind eliminating poor performing algorithms is that if an algorithm has performed worse than all other algorithms for quite some time, there is no need to consider it any longer as its chance to be scheduled in the near future is low. This heuristic cannot be too hasty in removing any algorithm from consideration because stream characteristics could be the cause of poor performance for any one algorithm.

In an effort to consider all scheduling algorithms while still probabilistically choosing the best fit we adopted the Roulette Wheel strategy [12]. This strategy assigns each algorithm a slice of a circular “roulette wheel” with the size of the slice being proportional to the individual’s score. This strategy is also referred to as “fitness proportion selection”[12]. Then the wheel will be spun once and the algorithm under the wheel’s marker is selected to run next. This strategy was chosen for this framework because it is very lightweight, and does not cause significant overhead. In spite of its simplicity, this strategy is sufficient to significantly outperform single scheduling strategies, as we will see in Section 6.

This strategy may initially choose poor scheduling algorithms, but over time should fairly choose a more fit algorithm. The strategy also allows for a fair amount of exploration and thus it prevents one algorithm from dominating.

6 Experimental Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup

In this section we briefly discuss our experimental test bed and the results of our adaptive framework. Our goal was to compare our adaptive framework against other scheduling algorithms, including Round Robin, Chain, FIFO, and MTIQ.

We used data from the Internet Traffic Archive [10] as our data set. This data was used to represent the contents of real streaming data. The arrival rates of the streams were set to have a random pattern using poisson distribution. The streams were steady at times, and rather bursty at other times. These streams are sent across a 10
The first experiment used a QoS specification with only one requirement. This was done to demonstrate that the adaptive framework can pick an optimal scheduling algorithm even for only one requirement. This framework can pick an optimal scheduling algorithm in terms of memory.

Figure 6. Optimizing query execution with one QoS requirement.
6.3 Reaction to Changing QoS Specifications

Figure 7. Optimizing query execution with two QoS requirements. 70% focus on minimizing tuple delay, and 30% focus on maximizing output rate (Query Plan 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average Tuple Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Average Tuple Output Rate (Tuples/ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>13579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTTQ</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>1157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>1317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 shows our performance when we adjust the percentage of the weights to 70% focus on maximizing output rate, and 30% focus on minimizing tuple delay. We observe that the change in service requirement, the average tuple output rate, and 30% focus on minimizing tuple delay, and improves significantly.

In Figure 9, we depict the results for an experiment with equivalent focus on maximizing output rate and minimizing tuple delay. The adaptive framework is able to outperform both single scheduling algorithms.
Figure 8. Optimizing query execution with two QoS requirements. 30% focus on minimizing tuple delay and 70% focus on maximizing output rate (Query Plan 1)
Figure 9. Optimizing query execution with two QoS requirements. 50% focus on minimizing tuple delay, and 50% focus on maximizing output rate (Query Plan 2)
In addition, our extension is general and complementary to typical systems such as Aurora or STREAM. This algorithm would normally not produce subjectivity results. As a result, our technique was able to do several highly needed algorithms, such as Chain [2], in areas where the framework was able to succeed where existing schedulers would fail. This ability to handle our dimensionless requirements was also able to react to the requirements as they changed over time. The framework is a continuous query system that uses a lottery-based heuristic to determine how to assign a query plan. Using a recent performance of each scheduler, it is able to react to any changes in the system's current state. Using a recent performance of each scheduler, it is able to react to any changes in the system's current state.

Figure 10. Optimizing query execution with three equal QoS requirements (Query Plan 2)

**8 Conclusion**

In this paper, we proposed a novel scheduling-strategy selection framework that leverages the strengths of individual scheduling strategies to meet the arbitrary compositions of QoS requirements. Our framework uses the strengths of individual scheduling strategies to meet the arbitrary compositions of QoS requirements. Our framework uses the strengths of individual scheduling strategies to meet the arbitrary compositions of QoS requirements.

They consider cases where the tuples have equal and unequal importance. Telegraph [15] [11] is another adaptive system that uses a lottery-based heuristic to determine how to assign a query plan. Using a recent performance of each scheduler, it is able to react to any changes in the system's current state. Using a recent performance of each scheduler, it is able to react to any changes in the system's current state.

**Figure 10. Optimizing query execution with three equal QoS requirements (Query Plan 2)**

They want to perform well, relative to other requirements in the system.
framework could easily be plugged into these existing systems. Thus the benefit of these ideas could be far reaching for Continuous Query Systems.

As ongoing work, we will study further ways to make the framework more flexible. We are currently working on creating a distributed continuous query engine that will be able to handle even larger volumes of data and query plans. Finally, another area of future work will be to study how a QoS specification can be defined for individual queries or sub-queries to improve performance at a more fine-grained level.
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